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REACH

1.

2. Seek to

3.

Our Effort to Reach Them

...have mercy

with your heart.

.

where they are coming from.

with biblical truth.

them.

...save by snatching out of the fire

• God is the ultimate source of

• But He has called us to

* WARNING * WARNING * WARNING * WARNING *

Strategies For Standing Strong: Part II (Jude 22-23)

Category of Person Who Has Fallen Away

Confused by Error

[to] others...

...to others
...show mercy with fear, hating even the garment
stained by the flesh.

• Jude has challenged us to CONTEND FOR THE FAITH.
1. He’s given us two reasons (v. 4).
2. Jude has also given us a complete profile of an apostate
(someone who wanders/falls away from the truth of God’s
Word [v. 8-16]).
3. Last week, we began to look at two of three strategies for
standing strong.
		
- Remember the training manual (v. 17-19).
		
• It tells us to expect it.
		
• It teaches us to identify them.
		
- Remain in God’s love (v. 20-21).
		
• By building ourselves up in the faith.
		
• By praying in the Spirit.
		
• By anticipating the Lord’s return.
• This morning, Jude gives us a third and final strategy for contending
for the faith. This one teaches us how to approach others who have
veered off the path of godliness.
And have mercy on those who doubt; save others by snatching them
out of the fire; to others show mercy with fear, hating even the garment
stained by the flesh (v. 22-23).
• When it comes to actually confronting others with the error of their
ways –contending for the faith – Jude gives us another word that starts
with the letter “R”.
- We must REMEMBER
- We must REMAIN
- We must REACH

...to those who doubt

Convinced of Error

Committed to Error
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